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sahaz vtitartin, exercise this discrimination as to the nature
of Self. Prom the idea of'the nature of Self, it comes
to mean 4 knowledge of the nature of Self'. Thus, in 29,
we are told that quietude and self-command are not neces-
sary causes mkazaa, ie. of a knowledge of the nature of Self.
Similarly, zahaz has the same meaning* in 35 and 62.
Sg. nom. sahaz, 30, 35, 43; dat. sa/iazas, 29, 62; abl.
and obL tahaza, 18, 21, 29, 45.
$kk, f. sand; sg*. obi. s$ki-lawar, a rope of sand, a rope made
by twisting sands an impossibility, 107.
•wM, m. happiness, ease, K. Pr. 201 (ter).
sa&Aarun, to prepare for a journey, to set out; to set oneself
to any task, busy oneself with, 10; impve. sg. 2, saMar,
3a&olu, adj. all, the whole, everything*, 38; m. pi nom. with
emph. y, sakaliy^ 1, all men, 47 (according to another
interpretation, this is *akaliy> 2, below, q. v.).
sakaliy, 2, adv. without having eaten food, hungry and athirst,
47 (see the preceding).
$ul, £ the early time, the time before any fixed time ; hence,
the propitious time (for doing anything), 99 (= K. Pr. 46),
100. .The word often means 'early dawn', and perhaps
also has this meaning in these passages.
#ffKl, m. water, 16, 29; sg. dat. salila^ 29..
som, m. the moon. The moon plays a considerable part on
the mystic side of Saivism, and is frequently mentioned in
this connexion in the Lattd-vdky&ni. In these verses it
appears under four different names, viz. Mski (25, 40, 69),
mm (34), &andar (9, 22,109), and &andamma (93), correspond-
ing, respectively, to the Sanskrit satin-, soma-9 candra-, and
candramas-* It will be convenient to bring together the
various mentions of the moon, and to explain, the mystic
references thereto.
As explained in the Note on Yoga (§§ 9, 13 ff.), starting
from the base of the abdomen,—the mtilddhdra, or sacral
plexus,—upwards along the spinal cord there are in the
body six ca'kras, or circles. Over these is the seventh, the
mhasrdra, or medulla oblongata (§§ 19, 27). In this
sahasrara, in mystic parlance, is the moon, and also the
abode of the Parama Siva, or Supreme Siva,—the trans-
cendental realm named Kailasa or Akula (§ 19). By
blocking up the breath in the nddis, while meditating upon
this sahasrHra cakra, the Yogi tries to enter into the
highest samdd&i) or mental absorption, in which the' ciUa>
or organ of thought, is absorbed, mierocosmieally, into
sahasrar% and, macrocosmicallyv into Parama Siva (§ 21).

